Consciousness
Consciousness is a force, (another Hindu genetic memory) like the
electroweak, strong, and gravitational forces of nature. It is localized in each
conscious individual in an implicate order, as a particle. In a multi-dimensional
context, it is more generalized in an explicate order, spread out like a wave
function. It moves at supraluminal speeds. It also has a quantum-like nature in
which as a particle it is a dimension, dimension x; as a wave function it is
dimension fx. Consciousness is a supraluminal force being not only quantified as
a particle and/or wave function, but can simultaneously be two or more different
dimensions as well.
Gravity is a force so subtle it defies measurement I the subatomic realm, but
is obvious in the macrocosmic world. Previously thought of as a quantum
property of mass-less gravitons, which have not been seen or have gravity
waves been measured. Why? Because gravity does not exist like the virtual
particles such as photons and it is not limited by lightspeed. It may very well be a
dimension in itself. It could be that the interplay between consciousness and
gravity create the interplay of matter and antimatter engendering a continual
being and not being of our universe.
Consciousness or tachyons race through all existence at supraluminal speed.
Since it originated in real time it can only be in one place at one time, the
exclusion principle. It travels from point A through everything back to point A at
the apparent time of lightspeed. The effect is a quantum wobble of particle A at
the speed of light. This massive amount of acceleration could be responsible for
the apparent curvature of our spatial dimensions. The matter-antimatter
interactions that take place are so quick as to prevent annihilation but still perturb
space engendering the dimension of gravity. The time it takes for consciousness
to return to point A is the time taken by the interplay between matter and
antimatter. When consciousness leaves point A, there is nothing separating point
A from antipoint A creating this subtle perturbation. Lightspeed is only our
relativistic observation of a far faster and subtler event. The supraluminal
movement of thought or our consciousness gradually evolves us into the next
dimensions. These tesarachian dimensions are full of fascinating lifeforms and
new spaces, which we will be able to interact with and explore in our future.

